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Index Trade Limited is the leader in trading and mining of cryptocurrency,
digital assets and the future money. Index Trade is an investment company
that strivesfor the highest mining standards and abides by a strict set of
ForEx policies.

If you are in search for genuine and great returns on your investments, Index
Trade is the answer. Our platform is an automatic online investment platform,
we have a team of professional traders focusing mainly on Bitcoin
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and other crypto currencies trading over
multiple Exchanges and ForEx markets.

Index Trade is already becoming the fastest
growing trading company in Belgium. Our
name is synonymous with effective and
profitable trading solutions where our
investors need
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little to no trading experience at all.

With Index Trade LTD, investors choose one of our four easy investment plans.
All you have to do is make a deposit and sit back while our experts
go to work and earn your fair share in the ForEx market.

Index Tradelimited.com is an automatic online investment platform, we
havea team of professional traders focusing mainly on Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies trading over multiple Exchanges and markets.

Thanks to the extraordinary diversification of our investments, we
are able to deliver steady income for our investors.

This is a place to be, relax and enjoy our investment programs.
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 Introduction To Investment

When current income exceeds
current consumption desires, people
tend to save the excess. They can do
any of several things with these
savings. One possibility is to put the
money under a mattress or bury it in
the backyard until some future time
when consumption desires exceed
current income.

When they retrieve their savings from the mattress or backyard, they have the
same amount they saved.
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Another possibility is that they can give up the immediate possession of these
savings for a future larger amount of money that will be available for future

consumption. This trade-off of
present consumption for a higher
level of future consumption is the
reason for saving. What you do with
the savings to make them increase
over time is investment.
Those who give up immediate
possession of savings (that is, defer
consumption) expect to receive in the
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future a greater amount than they gave up. Conversely, those who consume
more than their current income (that is, borrow) must be willing to pay back in
the future more than they borrowed.

The rate of exchange between
future consumption (future
dollars) and current consumption
(current dollars) is the pure rate of
interest. Both people’s willingness
to pay this difference for
borrowed funds and their desire
to receive a surplus on their
savings give rise to an interest
rate referred to as the pure time
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value of money. This interest rate is established in the capital market by a
comparison of the supply of excess income available (savings) to be invested
and the demand for excess consumption (borrowing) at a given time. If you can
exchange $100 of certain income today for $104 of certain income one year
from today, then the pure rate of exchange on a risk-free investment (that is,
the time value of money) is said to be 4 percent (104/100 – 1).

The investor who gives up $100 today expects to consume $104 of goods and
services in the future. This assumes that the general price level in the economy
stays the same.
For instance in US the price stability has rarely been the case during the past
several decades when inflation rates have varied from 1.1 percent in 1986 to
13.3 percent in 1979, with an average of about 5.4 percent a year from 1970 to
2001.
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If investors expect a change in prices, they will require a higher rate of return
to compensate for it. For example, if an investor expects a rise in prices (that is,
he or she expects inflation) at the rate of 2 percent during the period of
investment, he or she will increase the required

interest rate by 2 percent. In our example, the investor would require $106 in
the future to defer the $100 of consumption during an inflationary period (a 6
percent nominal, risk-free interest rate will be required instead of 4 percent). 6

Further, if the future payment from the investment is not certain, the investor
will demand an interest rate that exceeds the pure time value of money plus
the inflation rate. The uncertainty of the payments from an investment is the
investment risk.
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The additional return added to the nominal, risk-free interest rate is called a
risk premium. In our previous example, the investor would require more than
$106 one year from today to compensate for the uncertainty. As an example, if
the required amount were $110, $4, or 4 percent, would be considered a risk
premium.

We can specify a formal definition of investment. Specifically, an investment is
the current commitment of dollars for a period
of time in order to derive future payments that
will compensate the investor for

i. the time the funds are committed,
ii. the expected rate of inflation, and
iii. The uncertainty of the future payments.
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The “investor” can be an individual, a government, a pension fund, or a
corporation. Similarly, this definition includes all types of investments,
including investments by corporations in plant and equipment and
investments by individuals in stocks, bonds, commodities, or real estate. The
investor is trading a known dollar amount today for some expected future
stream of payments that will be greater than the current outlay.

Why people invest and what they want from their investments. They invest to
earn a return from savings due to their deferred consumption. They want a
rate of return that compensates them for the time, the expected rate of
inflation, and the uncertainty of the return. This return, the investor’s required
rate of return, is discussed throughout this course. A central question of this
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course is how investors select investments that will give them their required
rates of return.
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WHY INDEX TRADE
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SN INVESTMENT PLAN DURATION MIN $ MAX $ ROI %
01 Amateur 7 days $ 50.00 $4.999.00 1.5%
02 Professional 30 days $5,000.00 $14.999.00 2%
03 VIP 30 days $15,000.00 $24,999.00 2.5%
04 V-VIP 30 Days $25,000.00 $100,00.00 3%
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INDEX TRADE RULES &
REGULATIONS

Kindly peruse the principles of this program prior to continuing. As at the date of
enlistment, you consent to be of legitimate age in your nation to participate in this
program, and in every one of the cases your negligible age should be 18 years.

INDEX TRADE isn't available to the overall population, however accessible just to the
certified individuals from INDEX TRADE, as the utilization of this stage is confined to
ourindividuals and to people actually welcomed by them. Each store is viewed as a
private exchange between the INDEX TRADE and its Member.

The terms and arrangements of this Agreement are restricting upon Your
beneficiaries, replacements, allocates, and different delegates. This Agreement might
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be executed in partners, every one of which will be viewed as a unique, yet the two
of which establish a similar Agreement.

With its status of a private exchange, this program is absolved from the US Securities
Act of 1933, the US Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and the US Investment Company
Act of 1940 and any remaining guidelines, guidelines and corrections thereof. We are
not FDIC safeguarded. We are not an authorized bank or a security firm. That all data,
correspondences, materials coming from INDEX TRADE are spontaneous and should be
kept hidden, classified and shielded from any revelation. Also, the data,
correspondences and materials contained thus are not to be viewed as an offer, nor
a requesting for interests in any purview which considers non-public offers or sales
unlawful, nor to any individual to whom it will be unlawful to make such offer or
sales

All the information giving by a part to INDEX TRADE will be just secretly utilized and not
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unveiled to any outsiders. INDEX TRADE isn't mindful or obligated for any deficiency
of information. You consent to hold all directors and individuals innocuous of any
risk. You are contributing at your own danger and you concur that a previous
presentation is anything but an unequivocal assurance for a similar future exhibition.
You concur that all data, interchanges and materials you will discover on this site are
expected to be viewed as an enlightening and instructive matter and not a
speculation exhortation.

We maintain all authority to change the standards, commissions and paces of the
program whenever and at our sole caution without notice, particularly to regard the
honesty and security of the individuals' advantages. You concur that it is your sole
obligation to audit the current terms.

INDEX TRADE isn't capable or at risk for any harms, misfortunes and expenses coming
about because of any infringement of the conditions and terms or potentially
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utilization of our site by a part. You assurance to INDEX TRADE that you won't utilizethis
site in any unlawful manner and you consent to regard your neighborhood, public and
worldwide laws.

Try not to post terrible decision on Public Forums and at Gold Rating Site without
reaching the chairman of our program FIRST. Perhaps there was a specialized issue
with your exchange, so if it's not too much trouble, in every case CLEAR the thing
with the head. We won't endure SPAM or any kind of UCE in this program. SPAM
violators will be promptly and for all time eliminated from the program. INDEX
TRADE maintains all authority to acknowledge or decay any part for participation
without clarification.

On the off chance that you don't consent to these principles we advise that you do
not proceed with this registration into INDEX TRADE program.
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Instant 8% Referral Bonus!
When you tell your family and friends about INDEX TRADE, and they

register with your referral link, you are entitled to instant 8% bonus of

their deposit.

Refer more, and get more!

REFERRAL PROGRAMME
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HOW TO GET STARTED
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Location
Serenade Opus 378 Voort,

Linburg Belgium.

Emails & Support
Email: admin@index-

trade.co
support: admin@index-

trade.co

Website
web:https://index-trade.co


